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About This Game
Ruzh Delta Z is a frenzied shoot-em-up which draws inspiration from classics such as Gradius, DoDonPachi, and R-Type.
Shoot your way through perilous stages and wreck thousands of rogue vessels in your quest to become the ultimate pilot.
Features

Intense non-stop shooting action
Bullets, bullets, and more bullets
Nail-biting classic shmup gameplay
Tons of rogue vessels to destroy
Immersive chiptune soundtrack
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Title: Ruzh Delta Z
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pribuni
Release Date: 8 May, 2015
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ruzh delta z
What everyone on here fails to say, is that EVE has been here doing what it does for 15 years in an MMO landscape that was
dominated by many other MMO's of its time and it was never WoW or Aion or w\/e u would like to call the game breaking
records for pvp and or even coming close to a story that the EVE universe has wrote over and over again with its players
creating them... just one of these EVE wars is more of a story and background then any other MMO has released IN THE LAST
15 years in and of itself. Yes its tough and u have no idea of what a grind is BUT, the satisfaction u get from starting mining, or
rippin off that scrubs head and his buddies cause they thought they could gank you... its so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in
satisfying. No, game achieves this in any amount at all in terms of achieving something that you busted
ur\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off to get. So, yea i am a EVE guy but if you come on here and do nothing but read of the
people who got ganked and quit then you are sadly missing the point and dont need to listen to them. My advice play and join a
corp all the while looking for a null sec group to fit yourself into... this is a team game at the big boy level u can only fly solo for
so long. See you later future capsuleers.. I got 16 mins through this game so maybe that's not enough to have an opinion. It's like
every other puzzle game I've played recently only there's no stand out style, I don't like the music\/sound and it all feels a bit
unfinished.. This game should be tagged with VAC (Valve Allows Crap).
Don't let my playtime fools you, it's another game that made me fall asleep like 2 minutes into the game, and now I have 5 hours
which is another shame to me and my family.
The game provides you nothing but turn left, turn right and shoot. It has only 1 level, 1 song, the control is terrible, no goals, no
modes, no level up, etc.
Just stay away from this game, even if it's cheap.. I really dig the graphics, the music and the story. The meta is also done
tastefully I think. You will certainly enjoy it if the style appeals to you. The gameplay mechanics are a bit simple for a game that
technically qualifies as an actual roguelike but that makes it ideal for a newcomer or someone looking for a more laid back
game.. Was fun when it first launched, now nobody is playing. Every lobby is filled with people who are either hacking, or
steamrolling teams with other hacks. I can't suggest this game now. Shame it was awesome when it first launched.. Fun puzzle
game where you have to swap hexagonal tiles until you are left without any loose ends. Additional tweaks turn up in later levels.
Unity launcher with settings for different resolutions and window\/fullscreen mode!
Separate settings for music, sound, and rain sound, per percentage from 0 to 100, increased\/decreased by 5 with +\/-.
The colourblind mode makes the background white and the colours more distinct, some at least. I am not colour blind, so I don't
know how well that works. (I played with that first, thinking it would be better, but checking for the review I find the gray
background nicer on the eyes. I don't like bright backgrounds. I expected additional indicators, like numbers or shapes or
something, but that's not present here.)
There are 100 levels, increasingly difficult, with the occasional break in between, a little easier, rather pleaseant in between
some tougher levels. When you finished one it goes on to the next with just 1 click on the finished puzzle.
You can get a random level, just put in a seed number to generate it, and after that you can keep playing again; once done with a
level, the random seed will add +1 and give you the next generated puzzle with a click on the finished puzzle. That's just soooo
nice! (I started with 0, and the max is 999999999!)
It saves the state of your puzzle, as well as the seed number. :)
Only drawback, now I keep seeing the game's shapes on random surfaces like bathroom tiles. :) (But then, ages ago I started
mentally sorting cars on the street after playing too much tetris. That went away too. :) )
Definitely recommended!
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Very good game!
Good Job!. Fun game to play with friends and have a good laugh, there are small things to address but the developer seems cool,
oh and one small warning, the soundboard is made by the voice of the dev, personally it cracked me up.. My Pros:
+Great minimalist art style
+Decent music
+Perfect game

My Cons:
-No real tutorial. Doesn't really add much to the game, particularly if you don't enjoy playing in eastern nations.. My favorite
RTS of all time. Had it on disk for years before buying it again on Steam. Perimeter provides excellent story, an interesting and
unique world, and fun mechanics all wrapped up into a game with far more flexibility than the average RTS. You can really
choose your playstyle and adapt as the game progresses. Perimeter has immense replayability and is an excellent experience
overall.
The standalone expansion, Emperor's Testament, is also worth getting. It adds a fantastic new story arc and some new gameplay
mechanics to keep you going.. Purchased this earlier because even though i studied in finland as part of the intergration plan i
still forget some words or simply don't know some words around the home, This dlc pack is really useful because it has fun
activities to keep you engaged and wanting to try and beat your old scores.
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